Molecular Dynamics Study of One-Base Deletion Duplexes Containing the Major DNA Adduct Formed by Ochratoxin A: Effects of Sequence Context and Adduct Ionization State on Lesion Site Structure and Mutagenicity.
Ochratoxin A (OTA) is a ubiquitous food toxin associated with chronic nephropathy in humans and renal carcinogenicity in rodents. The mutational spectra of cells exposed to OTA reveal that one-base deletions comprise the largest percentage (73%) of the total mutations that occur upon OTA exposure. To contribute toward understanding the prevalence of OTA-induced one-base deletion mutations, the present work uses molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to analyze the conformational preferences of one-base deletion duplexes containing OT-G, the major OTA adduct (addition product) at the C8-site of guanine. Specifically, the influence of OT-G in four possible ionization states and three sequence contexts (G1, G2 and G3 in the NarI (5'-G1G2CG3CC-3'), a prokaryotic mutational hotspot sequence) on the structure of the adducted DNA is investigated. Our data reveal that the damaged helices are stable in two (B-type (B) and stacked (S)) conformations that are structurally similar to those adopted by common N-linked C8-guanine lesions. However, the adduct ionization state and sequence context affect the degree of helical distortion and the B/S conformational heterogeneity, which will impact the lesion repair and replication outcomes. This finding correlates with the experimentally reported tissue-specific mutagenicity of OTA exposure. Furthermore, regardless of the adduct conformation, ionization state, or sequence context, more stable lesion-site interactions and lack of disruption of the flanking base pairs in the one-base deletion duplexes compared to the corresponding two-base deletion helices rationalize the greater abundance of OTA induced one-base deletions. Overall, our work provides valuable structural insights that help explain the experimentally observed mutagenicity associated with OTA.